
No. PR/19(3)/11-12         Dated: 11.07.2011. 

 

The Editor, 

The Economic Times, 

Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, 

New Delhi - 110001. 
 

Subject: Clarification/Comments on the report titled “India Grain Prices Favour Exports" 

in your newspaper dated 05.07.2011. 

Dear Sir, 

 I would like to draw your attention to the news report titled "India Grain Prices Favours 

Exports" which appeared in your newspaper on 5th July 2011. This report carries some 

misleading statements along with some factual errors. 

1. The report says, " As on June 1, the country's wheat and rice stock stood at 65.4 

million tonne and 37.8 million tonne respectively". Whereas the actual stock position for 

wheat as on June 1 has been 37.8 million tonnes and stock position of rice as on June 1, stood 

at 27.6 million tonnes. For more details you may kindly refer to our website on the link 

http://fciweb.nic.in/upload/Stock/6.pdf  
 

2. The report also mentions, " Export of non-basmati rice through FCI godowns is not 

viable as the quality is very poor…". This is an irresponsible statement because, while export 

from FCI stock is a policy matter which has to be decided by the Government of India, its quality 

to be termed as poor is a highly misplaced opinion. In fact, the quality of wheat and rice stock 

with FCI conforms to 'uniform specifications' declared by the Government of India before the 

start of every season. As per these specifications, while raw rice can have maximum of 25% 

broken share, boiled rice can have maximum of 16% broken share. Such grade rice is not only 

traded in domestic markets but also in international market. 
 

3. It is also brought on record that FCI wheat and rice adhering to such uniform 

specifications quality had been exported to several countries from 2000-01 to 2004-05. To be 

precise, about 21 million tonnes of wheat was exported to more than 60 countries and about 13 

million tonnes rice was exported to more than 30 countries by private exporters as well as PSUs 

during that period under export sale policy of the Government of India.  

Therefore I would request you to kindly take a note of the above mentioned facts and 

figures and publish a suitable clarification so that factual position is known to the readers of your 

newspaper. Should you need any further information, please feel free to contact us any time.   

With best regards 

Yours sincerely; 

 

 

(Chandrasen Kumar) 

Assistant General Manager 

Faculty, Institute of Food Security, 

Food Corporation of India, 

Gurgaon, Haryana.    

Ph: +91-9868327848. 


